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About This Game

EVERYDAY GOLF VR is a realistic golf VR game.

We have been continuously mulling over how to improve user convenience without losing realism so that people can easily play
our game whether they are familiar with golf or not.

In addition, we have been focusing on minimizing VR motion sickness. Once the graphic options are set appropriately, users
will be able to play EVERYDAY GOLF VR comfortably, and so will those who are not familiar with VR.

Enjoy real golf regardless of weather or time!

 Game Mode
• Single-player mode for clearing 63 different holes one by one

• Competitive mode for up to four people to play together on one device
• Tour Mode which you can challenge for the big prize once a day

User Convenience
• Swing analysis; Head-up status, swing trajectory, club head launch angle, swing speed, carry and run distance, etc.

• Minimal movement → VR nausea reduction
• Switch to the green reading screen when you are seated

• Left-handed mode (Vive only)
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Available for Arcades on SpringboardVR
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Title: Everyday Golf VR
Genre: Sports
Developer:
WISECAT
Publisher:
WISECAT
Release Date: 12 Jul, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 64-bit or newer

Processor: Intel i5-4590 / AMD FX 8350

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce® GTX 970 / AMD Radeon™ R9 290

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 20 GB available space

English,Japanese,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese,Korean
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A fun old school acrade shooter with nice gfx and sound. Gameplay is spot on. I wish there where trading cards but mostly miss
that there arent any achivements to hunt for.. Match 3 Pretty interesting and fun game!. I rate the game ARCADE GAME
SERIES: Ms. PAC-MAN 3/5. Okay.

If, on your computer, you want to play Ms. Pac-Man EXACTLY as it appeared in the arcade with very few frills or fringe
benefits (other than a few steam awards and some fun alternate settings which, incidentally, will prevent you from earning any
steam awards if you modify them away from their default paramaters) then this game is for you.

However, even given what it attempts to achieve, this game is far from perfect. The system requirements for this game are
stupidly high given what this game allows you to do and it says nothing about whether the game is designed to run on a smart
phone (which would be cool if it does). Why does Ms. Pac-Man need 2000 megabytes of RAM? Why does it need at least a 2.3
Ghz processor? These system specs are completely insane for a game of such utter simplicity.

Sure, this game runs fine on my computer but that's entirely missing the point. Ms. Pac-Man should have been designed to run
fine on ANY remotely modern electronic device which has any kind of screen and some sort of controls. The fact that the game
designers didn't purposefully attempt to reach a far wider audience (all phone users which exist) is baffling and absurd. This
version's designers simply weren't ambitious enough and somehow caused this game to have system requirements which were
completely undreamt of when this game first came out (the year 1982) and that seems to me to be either a little crazy or very
lazy.

I wish this game's requirements simply said "Any electronic device which has any kind of operating system which has been
made since the year 1990." That would have been a cool programming achievement to attempt but Nooo! The makers of this
version didn't even try to get close to that fairly obvious concept. What's next in the future, a classic version of Ms. Pac-Man
that requires two GTX Titans? Or worse still, a quantum computer?. Muy buen juego,exelente ambientacion. Little Collection
of (really) short Storys. The main target audience are children i guess but if you love the artstyle of the Shelter-Games you will
love this little collection aswell.

Worth a buy? If you really love the Shelter games, yes. If you like short storys with a lovely Artstyle, sure but you might want to
buy it when its on sale (like i did)
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99.9% full of cheating noobs on remastered, when spawn just plant 2 claymores in a room at each enterance and you will kill 2
wall hackers in minuts.. Awesome game, has elements of what every guy wants to say and do, but dares not to do in real life
(bad "red" choices) that make this hilarious to play. It's great as Richard has a style where he engages naturally with the women,
not silly routines or pick-up lines.

WHAT SUPER SEDUCER NEEDS:

1) Eye contact pratice - so many hot models, there should be a feature where they stare at the camera, twirl their hair, and you
have to keep eye contact as long as possible for pratice (FMV)
2) Day game approach with timer for choices - speed and fast thinking on comments or lines, should be a timer option where
you have to be quick witted and choice your responses under time limit (like real life as you can't wait 10 minutes for your reply
to a girl). Very Very good for a wine making game feels very relaxed you should buy this game. I loved the game and Im a big
fan of the soundtrack, hope these guys manage to make another horror game sometime :). I've been playing this game for like 4
years. It's amazing. Another indie game that gives a lot of fun. Hoorah!

. You play a goat falsely convicted of witchcraft, and you have to escape, and that's deep, because aren't we all goats falsely
convicted of witchcraft who need to escape? This is the sequel to the best game ever, and it isn't really better or worse, but if
you think about it, that still ties it for best game ever. Boom. That was the sound your mind just made. Because it blew.. I don't
like it that much.. waste my time to playing this game ,other ppl can steal our base ,then can build the item in our base ,rubbish
waste money to buy this
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